POS

#

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

QB

11

Humphreys, Dustin

Smith, Alex

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Kansas City Chiefs

2005 – 1 – SF

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

May 7, 1984 (30)

UTAH (UTUN)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

QB

N/A

BEST
WORST

Accuracy, Mental Capacity, Mechanics, Footwork, Pocket Movement, Poise, Ball Security,
Durability
Ability to drive the ball down the field and stretch the field vertically, Arm Strength

Veteran starting QB with playoff experience who thrives within a West Coast Offensive
PROJECTION structure of quick throws, crossing routes, and a decent running game. Can make all short and
intermediate throws as well as make adjustments and audibles at the line of scrimmage.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

6040

N/A

Weight

Vertical

217

32"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.7

3.97 / 6.82

2013 KC at PHI
2013 KC vs. OAK
2013 KC at BUF
2013 KC vs. DEN
2013 KC at OAK

SUMMARY
10th year QB who has been the primary starter in both SF and KC. Operates from both under center and the shotgun
in a traditional West Coast offense. A slender body with good height and above average Athletic Ability. Excellent
mechanics and footwork allow for consistent accuracy on throws. Maintains accuracy when throwing on the run.
Athleticism allows him to move left or right from the pocket and still make throws. Accurate on intermediate and
short throws from the pocket and on the move. Can fit the ball into tight windows over the middle and will not hold
onto the ball too long. Great decision making when going through progressions. Capacity to audible or change
protections at the line of scrimmage. Good eye discipline. Will not stare down receivers during plays and can move
defenders with his eyes. Quickly transitions feet and hips when going through progressions or finding his checkdown receiver. Maintains poise through all situations as well as capable of playing consistently in cold weather. Can
extend plays working in or out of the pocket and can pick up first downs with his legs. While he has the ability to run
away from defensive linemen he will not out-run pursuing LBs. Chooses to check the ball down to RBs rather than
take shots downfield. Will not take many shots downfield and is not consistent on deep throws he does attempt as he
lacks anticipation on deeper throws. Lacks ideal arm strength and this is displayed on attempts past the intermediate
areas. Overall, a veteran starting QB with playoff experience who thrives within a West Coast offensive structure of
quick throws, crossing routes, and a decent running game. Can make all short and intermediate throws as well as
make adjustments and audibles at the line of scrimmage.

